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Data Source
(typically CSV)

Records all linked to a single 
parent/lookup record – 

sorted to place in a single 
successive set of records 

submitted to SF

“Parallel” processing - roughly 
simultaneous processing of batches

Records linked to the same parent/lookup are 
ALL submitted in only ONE batch  – NO 

“record locking” errors

“Parallel” processing - roughly 
simultaneous processing of batches

If batch size is large enough with 
sorted input records, records linked 

to the same parent/lookup are 
processed in different batches at 

DIFFERENT times – with NO “record 
locking” errors

Bulk API
creates

Separate
batches

LARGE batch size

Intermediate (but sufficient) batch size

NOTE: Appropriate response to “record locking” errors during data loading are completely different under standard API and Bulk API
- under standard API, it is common to REDUCE batch size
- under Bulk API, the more typical response (when using “parallel” processing) is to INCREASE batch size and ALSO to ensure that input records are sorted appropriately.
- if a large number of records being loaded are linked to the SAME parent/lookup records in other objects, those records will need to be submitted in a separate operation using “serial” processing

The number of total Bulk API data loading batches allowed in 24 hrs is much smaller than number of 24 hr API calls. Reducing Bulk API batch size inappropriately (as you might when using the standard API) can easily 
cause overruns of the Bulk API limits – completely preventing further loading operations for the next 24 hours. 
Because of this, it is IMPORTANT to understand how the Bulk API operates if you’re using it for loading data to Salesforce

The key to efficient use of the Bulk API is to sort records, choose batch size and choose parallel/serial processing options in a way that avoids simultaneous processing of records linked to the same parent/lookup 
records. “Parallel” processing is typically MUCH faster, but introduces the possibility of:
  - “record locking” errors that slow overall processing of the submitted job as records are held and retried
  - outright rejection of records by SF if they continue to be locked during the limited number of retries that SF will attempt

Use of Bulk API often requires much more preliminary data analysis to identify situations that require different handling: 
- Situations where more than 6500-7000 records are linked to the same parent/lookup records must be identified and loaded using “serial” processing.
  (There is no way to reliably avoid “record locking” errors in this situation if “parallel” processing is used.)   
- Other records can be loaded using faster “parallel” processing, but analysis is needed to determine what sorting is needed. SF must receive records linked to the same parent/lookup record either:
   A. entirely in ONE batch, or 
   B. at the end of one batch and the beginning of the next batch – to ensure they are processed at different times.

Bulk API
creates

Separate
batches

“Parallel” processing - roughly 
simultaneous processing of batches

When records linked to the same parent/lookup are processed at the 
SAME instant by different batches, “record locking” errors result. 

Unsorted input can easily generate numerous errors.

Shading indicates records all 
linked to a single parent/
lookup record – randomly 

presented in data submitted 
to SF

“PARALLEL” PROCESSING, INPUT RECORDS NOT SORTED

“PARALLEL” PROCESSING, INPUT RECORDS SORTED – ADEQUATE BATCH SIZE

As a rule of thumb, the number of records linked to the 
same parent/lookup record should be <= 65% of batch size.
FEW or NO “record locking” errors are generated when this 

rule is applied.

Maximum batch size setting for Bulk API is 10,000.  Situations where >= 6500 records are linked to the same parent/lookup record may need to be submitted in a separate operation that uses Bulk API with “serial” 
processing.  The portion of input records that does NOT contain these situations may be submitted with “parallel” processing and appropriate sorting for higher performance.

KEY RECORD LOCKING UNDERSTANDINGS FOR SPECIFIC SF OBJECTS

Contacts Object

Insert/update of Contacts locks:
1.  the directly linked Account record

NPSP Address Object

Insert/update of Addresses locks:
1. the directly linked Account record

Opportunity Object

Insert/update of Opportunities locks:
1. the directly linked Account record
2. the directly linked Campaign record
3. the Opportunity linked by NPSP “matching donation” features

NPSP Payment Object

Insert/update of Payments locks:
1. the directly linked Opportunity
2. the Account linked to the directly linked Opportunity. (Pay attention to this one, as it may seem unexpected, but definitely occurs.) 

Opportunity Product Object

Insert/update of Opportunity Products locks:
1. the directly linked Opportunity
2. the Account linked to the directly linked Opportunity?  (Needs a comprehensive check.)
3. the directly linked Pricebook record
4. the Product record linked to the directly linked Pricebook record? (Needs a comprehensive check.)

NPSP GAU Allocation Object

Insert/update of GAU Allocations locks:
1. directly linked Campaigns
2. directly linked NPSP General Accounting Units
3. directly linked Opportunities
4. the Account linked to the directly linked Opportunity? (Needs a comprehensive check.)

NPSP Recurring Donation Object

Insert/update of Recurring Donations locks:
1. the directly linked Account record
2. the directly linked Contact record
3. the Account record linked to the directly linked Contact? (Needs a comprehensive check.)

Campaign Member Object

It would SEEM that insert/update of Campaign Members would lock linked Campaigns and Contacts.
However, my experience is that parallel processing generates only a very small number of record locking errors and is very fast.  
Perhaps SF has made extra effort to address this sort of situation when Campaign Member records are being loaded?
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“Parallel” processing - roughly 
simultaneous processing of batches

When records linked to the same parent/lookup are processed at the 
SAME instant by different batches, “record locking” errors result

“PARALLEL” PROCESSING, INPUT RECORDS SORTED – INSUFFICIENT BATCH SIZE
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Bulk API
creates

Separate
batches

NO “record locking” errors should be encountered 
since there is NEVER a situation where two batches are 

processing records at the same time.

Shading indicates records all 
linked to a single parent/
lookup record – randomly 

presented in data submitted 
to SF

“SERIAL” PROCESSING

Data Source
(typically CSV)

“Serial” processing – Batches processed
one at a time, in order submitted to SF
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